
finally resuming my walking around culemborg"

stopping by a beautiful river i spotted on the way to berlin to take a walk and 

and further down to neukolln always walking and on the way back to the netherlands 

and going out to the abandoned russian station also making it again to kreuzberg 

despite also having often livia in my back and anyway august and or myrthe around 

13174: "filming now consistently in berlin exploring every side of the metropolis 

janna during her birthday like the beatles"

to her together with myrthe but also listening songs playing at her small cousin's 

and listening to my cds and back home playing the harmonica to livia and singing 

venice and at last traveling back to the netherlands alone with livia in the back 

there a few days playing also with little edoardo and listening to songs going to 

songs and also hearing them from old gianna and at my mother's place while staying 

03115: "left alone with livia in the mountains in the small apartment singing her 

composition"

brain   painting   despite   livia   crawling   around   and   making   an   overall   too   dark 

back and had a light migraine and could not work on the laptop but just relaxed my 

07150: "painting prepared prior traveling to berlin and then executed once i got 

roads and crossing the downtown area with the large communist boulevards"

pollution at last on holiday in berlin especially when walking across the bigger 

home painting the frame of the living room door and really experiencing a lot of 

weather and only experiencing some traffic in utrecht and rotterdam but also back 

15116: "breathing good and fresh air in culemborg going often out now with better 

day walk"

with august to berlin and literally circumnavigating the city on foot with a full 

also walking in utrecht while myrthe worked till at last going all together and 

weather and in rotterdam with some rain and livia on the stroller and with her 

also  exploring  the  south  of  town  and  walking  a  bit  in  den  bosch  despite  the 

days and going with livia mostly down the old dike and back on the new dike but 

05130: "walking quite extensively in culemborg taking advantage of the few sunny 

powers to the character and a momentary peaceful domain"

any ugly vulture turned beautiful thanks to a fruit diet and again getting divine 

08098: "writing regularly in my dutch study right before sleeping and telling of 

bangladesh"

in   india   and   at   last   reading   while   in   berlin   about   a   big   deadly   fire   in 

minor accidents around the world and some major casualties related to terror also 

12160: "headlines read regularly checking for casualties and only reading about 

of animals and humans"

the clouds mostly going to the university and to visit august now seeing a mixture 

17097: "still in sweden now more outdoor with the nicer summer weather observing 



in and around culemborg only finding a bit of trash despite the dry weather"

picking some trash there before coming back to the netherlands and walking a lot 

then traveling back to the netherlands stopping in the nicely locate minden and 

berlin to eat vietnamese soup and finding again a lot of trash in neukolln and 

11213:  "spending  another  day  walking  from  the  north  east  to  the  south  east  of 

finding a lot of trash in the minor roads there"

again to kreuzber to go and eat vietnamese soup with the whole family in neukolln 

way to the west through the nice older neighborhoods and also later venturing once 

11212: "walking mostly with myrthe and livia on the north east of berlin all the 

like from the brandeburg gate to alexanderplatz after visiting the berlin zoo"

11211: "walking around with my little family the more touristic side of berlin 

livia on my back and having extra wait to constantly bend down"

of  kreuzberg  and  the  mitte  finding  much  trash  and  fliers  despite  also  carrying 

11210: "taking a very long walk from the south east of berlin crossing the whole 

east side gallery"

conditions to walk a lot and find trash now scouting through alexander platz and 

utrecht  and  then  going  for  several  days  in  berlin  and  finding  perfect  weather 

11209: "still picking trash in the netherlands walking around both culemborg and 

not feeling so good about the traveling back"

be both with august and livia around being much outdoor thanks to sunny days just 

challenging and keep up the good energy going to berlin feeling now very happy to 

changing   my   project   and   getting   much   into   restructuring   and   making   it   more 

04118:   "a   month   feeling   initially   a   little   frustrated   but   then   completely 

lights and a more curvy shape sticking to only using two layers of colours"

07151: "painting again with livia around and this time bringing more colours and 

and my family"

project in italy and my isolated life in the netherlands dedicated to my project 

carry baby livia but gaining a good vibe especially after settling how to do my 

culemborg countryside and not really fully developing my thoughts having to also 

09090:   "recording   my   thoughts   in   the   netherlands   mostly   walking   around   the 


